7. The SCRC recommends that the Council consider how to engage more women and Young Professionals in the governance of the Council, including but not limited to, targeting those who participate in its conferences.
Extract from the RFID Council on Young Professionals

Section 8. A Young Professionals representative shall be appointed by the President to engage with Young Professionals’ representatives of MGA and member societies and assist in furthering the needs of Young Professionals with an interest in the Council’s Field of Interest. The term Young Professional is as defined by IEEE.
Proposal to Amend the SysC By Laws to initially address item 7

Article III Nominations etc,

Section 15 (on page 3)

“A Young Professionals representative shall be appointed by the President to engage with Young Professionals’ representatives of MGA and member societies and assist in furthering the needs of Young Professionals with an interest in the Council’s Field of Interest. The term Young Professional is as defined by IEEE.”

(Should we also explicitly add a separate Female YP?)